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What is it made of? Anatomy and Physiology



James, Halen, Josh, Lance, Ross



Inorganic Molecules Are molecules that don’t consist of carbon atoms. Inorganic molecules are not usually found in living things but abound in nature or Earth. Some molecules, though, contain carbon and are still inorganic. For instance, a diamond is made up of carbon atoms yet inorganic, basically because of the early notion that an organic molecule is derived or produced by living organism, and diamond is a mineral and not of biological origin. Examples: H2O (WATER), O2 (OXYGEN), NaCl (POTASSIUM CHLORIDE) Citation



Organic Molecules Organic Molecule- A molecule that is normally found inand/or living systems and organisms. These molecules share common characteristics and come together to form covalent bonds, which make them form great structures. Anything made up of Hydrogen, Nitrogen, or Oxygen. Examples: methane, ethane, alcohols, and DNA



Cell Membrane The cell membrane is a thin semi-permeable membrane that surrounds the cytoplasm of a cell. Its function is to protect the integrity of the interior of the cell by allowing certain substances into the cell, while keeping other substances out.



Organelles(4) Centrosome, Cytoplasm, Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) Golgi Apparatus, Lysosome, Mitochondria Nucleus, Plasma Membrane, and Ribosome
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What is it? 

Student's answers are recorded using their plicker cards along with the teachers device and displays the results in real time. plickers. â€œPlickers is a powerfully simple tool that lets teachers collect real-time formative assessment data without th
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formatics, connectionism, data mining, graphical methods, intelligent agents and in- .... nity, presented at conferences, and published in CI journals. .... ject recognition, auditory and visual scene analysis, spatial orientation, memory, motor.
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hypothesis is that sleep contributes to memory ... sleep-dependent neural processing of memory. [21]. ..... is increased after training for the hidden-platform.
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it is doubtful that any meaning can be attached to the supposition that I should possess the internal ... And we know that while it includes an enormous amount of ...
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